Website menu- Q & A
Topic: Why clubs need coaches

Why do clubs need coaches?
To answer this I referred to many of the topics I have presented to
clubs over a decade and all the topics display a skill a coach may / should
have to provide quality service to the club, to the committed individual
bowler.
These are the broad topic headings, the content I conducted was either
in the form of a discussion presentation to club members or a practical
program as befits the headings that follow:
Bowling fundamentals
Club culture
Coaching coaches
Coach adverts
Coaches KRA
Committee proposals
Debriefing performance
Event initiatives
Finals
Game day, team talk
Game plans a lead in to success
Goals, a WIP
Mental skill
Planning success
Pre-season talks, plan
Reviews
Selection
Standards - measured
Structured training - developing skill of a bowler
Structured training - pennant positions
Team, teamwork is related to success
Workshops- planning, training
I am sure clubs would be delighted to have many if not all these
services from their head coach.
Who else could provide that array of skill service?
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OBSERVATION
ONE
Fascinating to read after 18 years of recorded presentation (practical &
formal) the absence of invitations to cover these areas:
Tactical skills
Role of each player in a pennant team
Skips and their ideal attributes
Selection criteria
Selectors, taking responsibility
Goal setting.
And that in a few of the earlier headings above, viz, mental skill, club
culture, measuring performance, there were only one, or two, programs in all
those years.
TWO
Reference my website - these are the articles I have done which as headings
seem to add weight to the need for clubs to have coaches.
The Energy & Attitude coach;
Alphabet on coaching;
Exerting influence as coach;
Coaching; what we learn;
What you the bowler need;
Deliberate practice is intensity;
Self appraisal, bowler.
These handful of headings listed within the two observations is what I
would prefer to present to change attitudes toward the need for clubs to
secure a head coach.
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